Type Approval - Electrical

Approval Number  EL 00034
Manufacturer       Schneider
Manufacturing Plant  Benalla VIC, Australia
Product Description  Schneider hermetically sealed 11kV/415V, 500kVA, Dyn1, ONAN, GMX ground mounted auxiliary transformer manufactured to EP 16 00 00 02 SP, technical maintenance code EP 16 10 03 00.
Approved for  Use on the RailCorp 11kV AC network at Argyle traction substation.
Conditions  Type approval is only given for the use at Argyle traction substation as the power frequency withstand voltage on the LV winding does not comply with 5kVRms at stated in EP 16 00 00 02 SP.

Approved: ____________________________ Date: ____________________________
Neal Hook
Lead Electrical Engineer